THE AAIU & SEEG INTRODUCTIONS

EXAMINING THE AAIU & SEEG

THE AAIU & SEEG ARE COMMITTED TO SLOWLY
DISSOLVING & ENDING RACISM/POLICE
TERRORISM & WINNING AFRICAN-AMERICAN &
GLOBAL BLACK REPARATIONS

: : : THE AAIU & SEEG INTRODUCTIONS

Two Groups Formed to get Justice for Blacks via AARS for Reparations
and Host a Black PV to Claim an Injured and Indigenous Status
Introducing the African American Independent Union (AAIU):
The AAIU is a 40-year-old research and intelligence group, composed of scholars and activists of
different races, looking out for the best interest of Black people, who are victims of crimes against
humanity. Most importantly we are registering the African-America Reparations/Sovereignty
(AARS) Congress, to serve as a nucleus group for all people and groups to work beside, who are
interested in slowly dissolving racism and police terrorism in America. As the nucleus group we
review and consider info from all sources to produce AARS Racism Dialogue, with qualified
participants for everybody in America to monitor, to help slowly dissolve and end racism and
police terrorism; learn about and promote sovereignty, and seek racial healing among all races.
Then we should host the AARS Congress, United States of America Truth and Reconciliation
Process (T&R Process), to identify parties guilty of invading and capturing Africa; enslaving,
exploiting, and benefitting from free and forced Black slave labor; and theft of their resources.
Then label and show assessments of damages, which enabled us to produce the AARS Plan.
Now we believe the U.S. Congress has finally progressed to the point of selecting or producing a
reparations plan, instead of conducting more studies, or getting more testimonies, on damages and
lingering effects of slavery, to produce a reparations plan, or to prove Blacks deserve reparations.
We should claim sovereignty for residence, which is one of the three models of reparations, and
claim it as our solution for racism, and ask the government, and the entire public for full support.
Press More Tab or Bars at the top of the Homepage to see all Sections:
Press Download PDF at each Section to Print:
In an effort to unite the Global Black Family we ask you to please print & circulate unlimited
copies of the African-American Reparations/Sovereignty (AARS) Executive Summary,
which is the first page on the AARS Outline below, to all Blacks 18 and older, at home and abroad.
They should embrace the AARS reading to improve integration, expand repatriation, and create
sovereignty. They should know the PV is 6-27-22 or 2-28-23, at Black Churches across America.
The AARS Plebiscite Vote (PV) to claim an Injured Indigenous Status, the AARS Plan, and a
reparations model for residence is on Section 10. It is for Blacks only 18 and older:
Please do not cast your vote until you read this whole website. The vote is operable now but please
wait until 6-27-22 or 2-28-23, to cast your votes. This is part of the AAIU Black History MonthJuneteenth Project, which has become the Juneteenth-Kwanzaa Reparations Project (KRP),
scheduled for 2-1-22 through 6-19-22, then 6-19-22 through 12-1-22, for Blacks, and all people
18 and older in America, to circulate, read, and discuss the AARS summary, plan, and blog page.

The Page for Everybody to Submit Reparations Ideas is also on Section 10:
We Ask Everybody 18 and Older to Submit Ideas for Restoring, after Reading the Website:
Please do not submit your ideas until you read this whole website, it includes information for the
Plebiscite Vote. This is part of the AAIU KRP for all people in America and Globally.
Another part of our AAIU KRP for Blacks and others is forming and registering the AARS
Congress for Emergency, Permanently Institutional, and Strong National and International Action!
The AAIU is a research group that functioned under different names for more than 40 years. We
are going to register the AARS Congress now to take action, to help slowly dissolve and end racism
and police terrorism. The key is keeping pressure on the government by asking various platforms
to continue to expose racism and police terrorism in the media! The SEEG will create and
implement programs to maximize spiritual growth, and focus on programs to generate wealth for
reparations, for Blacks globally. These SEEG programs are special because clients generate wealth
from seed funds for great profit, with no risk of losing their seed funds. We ask clients to donate a
percentage from that profit, to help us build safe sovereign cities, because African-Americans are
under life threatening covert and overt attacks, with man-made viruses, and daily police terrorism!
The Historical Value of Protesting:
African-Americans have been forced to forge and fight Slave Rebellions, Plantation Insurrections,
Underground Railroad Systems, and Secret Societies just to survive. Protesting is the one constant
among all these battles and struggles we had to engage, that keep us on the path of pursuing
liberation. It is very important for Blacks and others to use their platforms and abilities to expand
protesting, so that it lasts and grows for the next 5 years! A new group arriving on the scene to
lead protests is very helpful if they prolong the protest. If this new group leads protests with small
numbers that do not last, it is counterproductive to squashing the problem, pursuing reparations,
and forging a nation building movement. We are forming the AARS Congress to organize and
unite Blacks to produce solutions for problems in integration, prolong protest to stop aggression
and injustice, and recognize this type of activity will facilitate positive changes at home and
abroad.
Introducing the Sports Entertainment and Education Group (SEEG):
The SEEG is an Alliance of Blacks, Whites & Jews working as Board of Directors and Financial
Advisors - They Communicate and Operate in the Spirit of the Civil Rights Movement:
To ask Spiritual & Civic Leaders & the Rich & Famous, to Promote Positive Language in Public:
To Monitor Racism Dialogue Programs and Initiate Critical and Honest AARS Racism Dialogue:
To ask Clients to Open new $100M up to $5B Cash Accounts for this AAIU Humanitarian Project:
To Build Safe Sovereign Cities to leave Racism, Police Terrorism, and Corruption in Integration:
Black people are in a terrible condition today. We need the government and most wealthy people
to designate many client groups to post 5B each, to generate wealth, to help us build safe cities for

the Black Family. Racism, Police Terrorism, and Corruption have risen to the point of an all-time
high, causing Blacks to live in fear with no recourse. We need the SEEG group to monitor racism
dialogue, so that everyone can see there is still a lot of deceit and hatred for Blacks in society, and
that is a “Dog Gone Shame”, after all that Blacks have done for America! So, the best solution for
Blacks in regards to racism, is to host racism dialogue to help slowly dissolve racism, and police
terrorism in integration, and to utilize the PV to claim status, AARS & repatriation and sovereignty.
The AAIU Black History Month through Juneteenth Project has become KRP:
To Slowly Dissolve & End Racism & Police Terrorism & Claim an Indigenous Status & AARS:
1. Read the entire website to get a good education on Black History, Racism, and Reparations, to
learn how/why sovereignty is the cure for that deeply rooted dysfunctional disease of racism.
2. Then Participate by offering Brief Viable Ideas on Section 10 to help Repair the Black Family.
3. The AARS Racism Dialogue consisting of people who studied racism and related subjects for
at least 20 years, to avoid the lies and tricks, which are keeping Blacks in poverty. Dialogue
will produce proposals for equity in law, recalling the 13th, 14th, and 15th amendments.
4. We are registering the AARS Congress as a Power Base, to take immediate action to improve
integration, and to win reparations, and as an action Institutional Organization to last forever.
5. The AARS T&R Process for descendants of perpetrators and victims of slavery, to show crimes
and damages of their respective groups, then offer 50-year time tabled proposals for repair.
6. The AAIU African-American Reparations Tribunal is for Black Professionals and Activists to
show damages, then suggest remedies in a 50-year succession for emotional and social repair.
7. The AARS Internal African-American and Black Plebiscite Vote on 6-27-22 or 2-28-23, for
all Blacks 18 and older in the U.S., to claim their injured and indigenous status, and their AARS
Global Black Reparations Plan, for Repatriation and Sovereignty. Please wait until we ask for
you to vote. Most African-Americans can vote to leave a system where they are denied basic,
fundamental, and inalienable, civil and human rights in integration, to attain freedom, justice,
equality, and safety in repatriation and sovereignty.
8. Submit Reparations Ideas on Section 10 - For people of all races 18 and over, but only after
they read all 10 sections of this entire website. People need to the truth about how Blacks have
been tormented, tortured, enslaved, lynched, and lost their home and motherland (Africa), their
names, languages, customs, values, traditions, and culture. Reparations will enable Blacks to
repair vast damage, gain control of mother Africa, reconnect their global family, recover their
culture., and plan for a brighter future of transforming their slave mentality, to achieve
collective protection and progress, then have peace and harmony with all others.
9. This project purpose is to get African-Americans to understand they do not have to continue
to live as victims of random, or planned acts of violence, from corrupt police and white racist.

It is your constitutional right to protest unjust killings, and oppressive conditions until you
reach a reasonable level of satisfaction. Developing a sovereign conscious will inspire Blacks
to seek their own land, to build safe sovereign cities, in order to protect and govern their people.
That is why the solution for racism is sovereignty, because most whites in power and law
enforcement, still believe they should mistreat and kill Blacks, to keep them thinking and acting
subservient. After 500 years of total abuse and domination they still treat Blacks like their property!
Even though Blacks suffered overwhelming and extended periods of death, destruction,
devastation, damages, and injuries, when European Invasions began more than 2000 years ago, the
focus today is on the AARS Plan, which is a simplified version of the AAIU UD Plan, to recover,
repair, and replace, the last 500 years of cultural, mental, social, and economic; losses, damages,
and impediments. African-Americans need immediate relief, and should have peace in a setting
where they are in total control of all necessities to build, secure, and maintain an elite
infrastructure, and provide their own military police, for their new, beautiful, peaceful, and safe
repatriated and sovereign cities.
10. The AARS Congress will Implement the BPP 10 Point Program for Blacks in their new, elite,
safe, and beautiful repatriated and sovereign cities.

In Memory of our Freedom Fighters,
Brotha Cliff Pruitt

